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Whenever any form of government becomes
destructive of these ends [life, liberty and the pursuit
of happiness], it is the right of the people to alter or
abolish it, and to institute new government, laying its
foundation on such principles, and organizing its
powers in such form, as to them shall seem most
likely to effect their Safety and Happiness.

                                                                           
 Thomas Jefferson, Declaration of Independence,
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1776

That same momentous year that kicked off the
American Revolution, 1776 was also the year that
ex-Jesuit Adam Weishaupt in Bavaria founded his
Illuminati Order, sponsored by Mayer Amschel
Rothschild as House of Rothschild patriarch in
nearby Frankfurt, Germany. And it was America’s
third US President Thomas Jefferson, who refused
renewal of the Rothschild controlled First Bank of
America’s charter in 1811. The American Revolution
may have been fought for independence from King
George’s British monarchy, but not independence
from the Rothschild central banking cartel, whose
controlling 70% foreign interests in First Bank of
America indebted America’s earliest citizens. At the
end of George Washington’s eight years as first US
president, in 1791 the federalist Rothschild agent
Alexander Hamilton installed for the Rothschilds
their First Bank of America.

Not renewing its charter, Jefferson kicked the
Rothschild owned bank out of the US, which
became the basis for America’s first war as a
sovereign independent country, once again facing
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the same British enemy in the War of 1812. This war
fought over financial independence from Britain’s
City of London, only caused young America to
drown further in war debt, as Nathan
Rothschild backing both sides to every conflict he
creates was determined to bankrupt the US to force
it into recolonization. Despite the hard-fought
American military victory, by 1815 with the US war
debt nearly tripled at $119.2 million in the red,
America financially was already a major debtor
nation owing the infamous bloodline banking
dynasty. That same year, making a colossal fortune
over the Battle of Waterloo outcome by pre-rigging
his investment, the gloating crook Nathan Rothschild
proclaimed:

I care not what puppet is placed upon the throne of
England to rule the Empire on which the sun never
sets. The man who controls Britain’s money supply
controls the British Empire, and I control the British
money supply.

Sadly, America’s War of 1812 struggle for financial
independence from the Rothschild controllers was
lost. A brief excerpt from my Pedophilia &
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Empire series, Book 3, chapter one on the
Rothschild family:

In 1816 with yet a Second Bank of the United States
foisted on American citizens for the next 20 years, in
effect, Rothschild was simply seizing his predatory
ownership of the United States. And once again,
private control over the US money supply tacking on
parasitic interest went into the coffers of as many as
1000 foreign investors, with [Nathan’s younger
brother] Baron James de Rothschild in Paris holding
the controlling shares.

When the Second Bank of America’s charter was up
for renewal 20 years later in 1836, that year Nathan
Rothschild died. But France’s James de Rothschild
assuming control over both the London and Paris
banking branches, battled playing dirty as usual for
charter renewal. He met his match as the resolute,
feisty President Andrew Jackson was up for the
challenge, declaring war on the House of
Rothschild:

You are a den of vipers. I intend to rout you out and
by eternal God, I will rout you out.

President Jackson’s turn to oppose the centralized
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moneychangers ultimately proved successful,
kicking the Rothschilds out of America yet again,
and the second British dynasty US takeover was
again foiled, at least temporarily. However, the year
prior in 1835, amidst the battle over the US private
central bank, Jackson barely dodged a bullet to
literally escape an assassination attempt attributed
to Rothschild wrath. From 1836 to 1913, the US was
largely free of the treacherous Rothschild leeches
from Europe, signifying America’s longest period of
foremost economic growth and prosperity in its
entire history.

Having acquired central banking control over Europe
and through Nathan Rothschild’s ownership of the

Bank of England by early 19th century, the British
East India Company monopoly over international
trade, including both the drug and slave trade,
spanned the globe from Africa, the Indian and
Pacific Oceans to North America and Europe, the
flourishing international banking cartel consolidated
its growing global money lending  power over every
commercial trade on every continent. But one vast
sprawling nation covering two continents over the
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centuries resisted and eluded the Rothschild
clutches. As a result, Russia was repeatedly
targeted, as its ruling Romanov monarchy managed
to successfully evade the Rothschild predatory
conquest, but not without murderous retribution.
From author Eustice Mullens’ New World Order:

After the fall of Napoleon, the Rothschilds turned all
their hatred against the Romanovs. In 1825, they
poisoned Alexander I; in 1855, they poisoned
Nicholas I. Other assassinations followed,
culminating on the night of November 6, 1917, when
a dozen Red Guards drove a truck up to the
Imperial Bank Building in Moscow. They loaded the
Imperial jewel collection and $700 million gold, loot
totaling more than a billion dollars. The new regime
also confiscated the 150 million acres in Russia
personally owned by the Czar.

In addition to a century of assassinating Romanov
czars by poison, when Czar Alexander II came to
the aid of Abraham Lincoln during the Civil War,
which by many accounts attribute Russian support
to preserving the Union, the vindictive Rothschild
cartel as primary backer of the Confederacy, vowed
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eternal revenge against the Russia and its royal
family. The Rothschilds et al’s war at all cost against
Russia today in Ukraine is merely this same long
legacy’s outcome.

Just prior to the Rothschilds’ planned First World
War in 1914, a few months earlier in late 1913, they
deceptively snuck through Congress their Federal

Reserve Act on December 23rd, after most
members had already left on Christmas break. The
Jekyll Island rendezvous of the Fed Reserve
architects included Paul Warburg, the German born
chief central banking Rothschild agent moved to the
US, ending up the second Vice Fed chairman.
Continuity of one thought mind pervades the
Warburg clan as Paul’s son James Paul Warburg
before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee in
1950 emphatically declared:

We shall have world government, whether or not we
like it. The question is only whether world
government will be achieved by consent or by
conquest.

Thus, the third Rothschild central private bank in
America was established to take permanent full
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usury-debtor system control over the US money
supply, through bribery of Washington’s political
puppet class, and the American people through their
engineered debtor system. 1913 also saw the
passage of the Federal Income Tax Act, illegally
squeezing tax dollars to rip off hardworking US
citizens just to pay off debt interests from all the
bankers’ war loans. This vicious control cycle is how
Khazarian mafia swindlers have cunningly operated
since their identity snatching days of their
ancient Khazar kingdom over a millennium ago.

The Rothschild central banking controllers hired one
of their own, distant cousin Karl Marx to write his
Marxist Communist Manifesto in 1848. And it was
the Rothschild cartel money along with Rothschild
agent Jacob Schiff in America that financed his
fellow Jews’ Bolshevik Revolution and their plotted
murder and theft of Russian Czar Nicholas II’s family
in 1917. And that billion plus of stolen Russian gold
is said to have wound up stored in Rothschild’s
underground chambers at City of London’s Bank of
England. A centuries long pattern of covert
deception, murder, war, corruption and insatiable
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appetite for greed and increasing power
characterize all that is behind today’s still
operating Khazarian mafia bankster dynasty rooted
in ancient Khazar more than a millennium ago.
Closer to this century historically, one world
government tyranny and
depopulation eugenics have both reflected the elites’
obsession.

Rothschild crimes funded all three of the most
bloodthirsty dictators in all of human history. The
1917 Russian Revolution spawned the rise of the
Lenin-Stalin Communist Soviet Union democide,
killing 66 million mostly Christian Russians. Then,
since the early 1930s, in addition to Bush,
Rothschild and Rockefeller bloodlines also funded
the rise of Adolph Hitler. His alleged sacrifice of 6
million Jews in WWII was used coldheartedly as
Zionist bargaining chips for the non-
Hebrew Ashkenazim false claim of “Israelite
birthright” to a homeland in Palestine, promised to
Lord Lionel Rothschild in the 1917 Balfour
Declaration. Three decades later, the pledge was
fulfilled with the establishment of the Jewish State.
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Despite a non-Hebrew heritage, Ashkenazi
[non]Jews that trace back originally to nomadic
Turkic tribes, comprise 90% of today’s Israeli
population.

The Balfour Declaration also made another pledge:

…Nothing shall be done which may prejudice the
civil and religious rights of existing non-Jewish
communities in Palestine.

The Jewish State since its 1948 inception, that’s the
last three quarters of a century now, has brutally
pushed out the true Semite Arabs living in Palestine,
their rightful ancient homeland, yet they’ve been
systematically destroyed by Israel’s
official genocidal apartheid policy. This fact is neither
anti-Semitic nor what should be allowed or tolerated
by rest of the world, yet with impunity, it has for far
too long. This shameful reality is largely due to the
Zionist House of Rothschild’s influence and control
over Israel.

Also in the 1930s, the Rothschilds groomed and
backed yet another notorious Yale educated
dictator Mao Zedong, also covertly supporting his
democide against 65 million of his own sacrificed
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fellow Chinese. Over the centuries, you can
recognize a pattern, that these Luciferian bloodline
controllers led by the likes of the Rothschild and
Rockefeller dynasties, have had ample practice
committing genocides, financing the rise to power of
all three dictators responsible for the deadliest
genocides in all of history on this planet… that is,
until the current unprecedented genocide against
today’s human race.

In 1933 the globalists of the day attempted the first
major coup against the United States government in
a failed attempt to overthrew the Franklin Delano
Roosevelt, singlehandedly prevented by the Medal
of Honor and most decorated war hero US Marine
Corps Major General Smedley Butler. His
intervention stopped the plotted criminal takeover,
exposing it publicly in the press in 1934 as well as in
his book. And though his courageous actions
successfully averted the treasonous subversion
committed by some of America’s wealthiest, most
powerful conspiratorial traitors as captains of
industry, bankers and politicians, among them heir
to the Singer Sewing fortune Robert Sterling Clark
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and George HW Bush’s father, Prescott Bush,
during WWII as a Union Banking Corp. director,
Bush’s company was linked to financing, aiding and
abetting the US Nazi enemy Adolph Hitler, yet his
shockingly treasonous past was covered up and he
was sent to the US Senate from Connecticut. Of
course, the Bush-Clinton crime families are
notorious for getting away with multiple felonies of
high treason. Pedophile George Bush senior was
implicated in America’s largest publicly exposed
child sex trafficking network, tagged the “Franklin
scandal” involving Nebraska children some from
Catholic Boys Town directly trafficked to the White
House during the Reagan-Bush administrations.

While the Bush crime family are Satanists, their
fellow Satanist arrested in this scandal coverup was
fall guy Lawrence E. King, though the entire
operation was quickly swept under the carpet as
ringleader King aided by the likes of Satanist Lt.
Col. Michael Aquino hotel drop-off of a cash filled
suitcase to King. Like Epstein, Lawrence King was
also handed a sweetheart deal with next to no
jailtime considering his ungodly crimes. Of course,
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Aquino always walked free despite being linked to
multiple pedo-scandals, protected by his military
status high up in America’s MK mind control
operation, identified by a number of child victims at
the Presidio daycare scandal as well as implicated
by Cathy O’Brien as a MK-ultra top programmer.
America’s highest-profile pedophile-child sex
trafficker is supposedly deceased, Jeffrey Epstein,
while his gal pal partner-in-crime Guislaine Maxwell
serves her 20-year sentence in a Florida federal
penitentiary.

Whereas the Franklin scandal incriminates the Bush
crime family, both the Epstein-Maxwell operation
and Pizzagate scandal expose the Rothschild,
Clinton, Podesta, Obama, Biden crime families,
including Donald Trump touting what “a terrific guy”
Epstein was to 2004 New York Magazine, adding
how he loves “the young ones,” wink, wink. The fact
is, America’s uniparty is infested with hundreds of
compromised famous pedophiles and gatekeeping
enablers still walking free, despite the tons of
cameras capturing the crimes as evidence. Outside
of King, Epstein and Maxwell, zero arrests and
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prosecutions of any prominent guilty pedo-criminals
including British, Belgian, and Dutch royalty, prime
ministers and presidents, as well as billionaire
criminals like Bill Gates, hundreds, perhaps
thousands of these blackmailed VIP politicians,
judges, police chiefs, generals, CEOs, bankers
and entertainers, all guilty of horrific child sex abuse
crimes have yet to face their unholiest of unholy
karma.

Multiple chapters in Pedophilia & Empire Book
4 unravel the US pedo-scourge and other scandals
throughout the world in the other books. The New
World Order, secret societies and the global
pedophilia network generating enormous black ops
revenue involving colossal amounts of money
laundering by all Rothschild private central banks,
are explicitly intertwined and fully documented in the
five volume series with access to all 50 plus
chapters here.

Because so much accelerated shocking truth is
coming out weekly, with a one in 6 billion chance of
so many disastrous chemical spill derailments all at
once, manmade earthquakes punishing nations
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aligned with Russia, all are only further incriminating
the bloodline controllers and their puppet minions at
the highest echelons of Western power. The reason
why the Ukraine war is so huge right now, carrying
so much at stake, is because the entire New World
Order’s one world government scheme is riding on
the bloodline controllers’ defeat by Russia in Ukraine
as their longtime “devil’s playground” hub gets
further exposed to the global public. With all these
bloodline criminals vis-à-vis the Rothschild dynasty
atop this predatory food chain, busily bribing,
blackmailing, and silencing facts and truthtellers
through any and all means necessary, it’s to ensure
that their psychopathic club of elites remains
unreachable and immune from all prosecution and
long overdue justice. They know more than enough
criminal evidence is out there in the public domain to
convict these genocidal killers for their unending
crimes and they know that We the People are
closing in on them. And because of this, the
monstrous beasts are willing to unleash nuclear
Armageddon. We are living through epic times, and
though millions have already perished and perhaps
billions more will follow, in this war between good
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and evil, we have them on the run, rushing like
cockroaches for the cover of darkness. But armed
and united by the truth, justice will be done.

As a consequence of the covert subversive
overthrow of the United States government taking
place in recent years, both the complete absence of
rule of law and rampant treasonous failure to uphold
the US Constitution, currently has Americans and
people around the world waking up in righteous
anger by the thousands every single day. Our
founding fathers like Thomas Jefferson bestowed
fundamental rights of liberty and freedom to every
citizen, granting us clear-cut legal justification and
guidelines to, in his words, “abolish” the illegitimate
treasonous regime occupying Washington today.
Taking into account the US government’s repeated
terrorist acts constituting democide against its own
American citizenry as well as having committed acts
of war against US closest allies like Germany via
the Nord Stream sabotage, the Biden regime’s intent
to destroy both America and West must be opposed
immediately.

A growing majority of Americans disapprove of
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Biden’s job performance as imposter president,
more so than any previous president in US modern
history during the entire 78 years of presidential poll
ratings. After the US Supreme Court declined the
Brunson case out of Utah last month for a second
time this year, the longshot effort to hold the vast
majority of Congress accountable for illegally
ratifying a fraudulent, rigged 2020 election has been
thwarted. All three branches of government – the
executive, legislative and judiciary, have
systemically failed Americans by repeatedly violating
the US Constitution in clear breech of their sworn
oaths to uphold and defend. All three branches have
committed treason for destroying our nation through
reckless, willful crimes endangering both the
American as well as global population, targeted for
extermination by the elites. Nuremberg 2.0 needs to
immediately be invoked for mass tribunal trials of
multitudes of genocidal traitors determined to
impose their diabolical, exposed depopulation
agenda on humanity.

The assassination of John F. Kennedy, the president
that vowed to “splinter the CIA into a thousand
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pieces,” reduce the power of the Federal
Reserve and avert a decade long costly war
in Vietnam, set the stage for the Deep State to fester
and thrive ever since November 22, 1963. Every US
president ever since has been a mere puppet for
bloodline controllers to rape the earth and humanity
in the name of the military industrial security Big
Pharma complex. In this century the Khazarian
mafia infested and controlled international criminal
cabal manufactured their “new Pearl Harbor” 9/11,
an Israeli-neocon grand Satanic blood sacrifice after
the prewritten Patriot Act straight out of the
dialectical “problem, reaction, solution” con-game
playbook intended to strip away all Americans’
constitutional rights, a lose-lose our less freedom for
less security and win-win for the Satanists, thinly
disguised as collateral damage behind their
fabricated war on terror against Muslim terrorists
they create, train and finance as fake proxy war US
enemies, supplementing their ongoing “war on
drugs” to destroy African American families for the
prison security complex, then when convenient
again switch the revolving “enemy” back to the
Russians and Chinese in Cold War #2 to drive
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humanity off the Armageddon cliff with today’s
nuclear World War III countdown.

And now along with the threat of a mushroom cloud,
their enemy target today expands to a genocidal war
against the entire human species with their fake
pandemic/killer jab’s malevolent agenda to destroy
national sovereignty via the United Nations’ World
Health Organization, subversively imposing more
fake or deadly health emergencies possessing an
unlimited bioweapon arsenal bringing more
draconian lockdowns, more killer mandates, along
with their 15-minute smart cities control grid prison
enslavement, planetwide mass surveillance,
Chinese modeled social credit scores freezing
dissidents’ bank accounts requiring digital ID
approval and cashless World Bank Digital Currency,
all part of their “Great Reset.”

The globalists’ wet dream is our never-ending
nightmare of absolute myopic control over the culled
down, beaten down, traumatized, lobotomized
population of jabbed, DNA altered, group hived, AI
mind-controlled cyborg survivors. This is our bleak
Lucifer controlled future if we remain weak, passive,
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defeated and ignorant. Activism is growing in a
planetwide movement protesting against the Ukraine
debacle along with the price inflation, smart cities
and World Economic Forum’s enslavement. Legal
challenges against the technocratic tyranny, the
genocide, the wokist insanity. Our enemy is on
notice and no doubt will be unleashing more false
flags and WMDs at us, but the momentum of
growing resistance and opposition is mobilizing for
the long war.

Joachim Hagopian is a West Point graduate,
former Army officer and author of “Don’t Let the
Bastards Getcha Down,” exposing a faulty US
military leadership system based on ticket punching
up the seniority ladder, invariably weeding out the
best and brightest, leaving mediocrity and order
followers rising to the top as politician-bureaucrat
generals designated to lose every modern US war
by elite design. After the military, Joachim earned a
master’s degree in Clinical Psychology and worked
as a licensed therapist in the mental health field with
abused youth and adolescents for more than a
quarter century. In Los Angeles he found himself
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battling the largest county child protective services
in the nation within America’s thoroughly broken and
corrupt child welfare system.

The experience in both the military and child welfare
system prepared him well as a researcher and
independent journalist, exposing the evils of Big
Pharma and how the Rockefeller controlled medical
and psychiatric system inflict more harm than good,
case in point the current diabolical pandemic hoax
and genocide. As an independent journalist for the
last decade, Joachim has written hundreds of
articles for many news sites, like Global
Research, lewrockwell.com and currently https://
jameshfetzer.org. As a published bestselling author
on Amazon of a 5-book volume series
entitled Pedophilia & Empire: Satan, Sodomy & the
Deep State, his A-Z sourcebook series exposes the
global pedophilia scourge is available free
at https://pedoempire.org/contents/. Joachim also
hosts the Revolution Radio weekly broadcast “Cabal
Empire Exposed,” every Friday morning at 6AM EST
(ID: revradio, password: rocks!).

Please follow and like us:
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